
BIKE GRAB 1
From  the  heaviest  Harley  Davidson  cruiser  to  Japanese
Sportsbikes,  even  the  Giant  Triumph  Rocket  3  is  safe  and
secure in the BikeGrab wheel chock. It is widely used by race
teams  and  motorcycle  manufacturers  worldwide  and  offers
unprecedented security for your motorcycle when parked up in
the garage, outside on the driveway or even when transporting
the bike on a trailer or in the back of a van. When used for
trailering the bike is free to float on its own suspension
just  as  if  it  where  being  ridden,  this  eliminates  any
possibility of seal damage that can arise when the forks are
compressed using traditional strapping methods to hold the
bike in place.

PRICES ARE IN AMERICAN DOLLARS

BIKE GRAB WHEEL CHOCK
Roll either wheel of your motorcycle into the Bike Grab’s
vise-like grip and the Bike Grab will keep it safely upright
until your ready for your next ride. The Bike Grab’s wheel
capture plates firmly grip tire sizes from 80mm bike fronts to
195mm road racer rears. It is great for use in the garage to
keep your bike upright and occupying less space, for doing
cleaning and maintenance not requiring lifting of the bike,
and  at  the  track.  This  is  also  the  ideal  solution  for
transporting your motorcycle on trailers and inside vans, etc.
With the Quick-Release plate it can be easily moved from the
trailer to the ground. The plate also provides security as the
Bike Grab cannot be released from it with a motorcycle in the
chock.

http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/bike-grab-1/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/bike-grab-wheel-chock/


BikeGrab2
BikeGrab has a Vice like grip that will keep your motorcycle
in a vertical and Safe position enabling you to carry out
repairs, maintenance or detailing with the peace of mind that
the bike cannot be accidently knocked over! It works as good
as  any  centre  stand  for  stability.  This  wheel  chock  is
completely universal and can be used on both the front or rear
wheel to suit your needs and with its own built in easy to use
measuring system from 60 to 190mm it can quickly be changed to
any tyre size required.

PRICES ARE IN AMERICAN DOLLARS

BikeGrab4
The BikeGrab is also an invaluable piece of equipment when it
comes to using our Eazyrizer Lifts and will simplify the task
immensely! BikeGrab can be used freestanding or bolted down if
required and for this we offer the Quick Release Kit to make
fitting and removal a simple job that can be completed in just
seconds. When being used on tyre sizes below 120mm it is
neccessary to use our Reducer Kit.

http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/bikegrab2/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/bikegrab4/

